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Riemannian metrics on Lie groupoids
By Matias del Hoyo at Rio de Janeiro and Rui Loja Fernandes at Urbana

Abstract. We introduce a notion of metric on a Lie groupoid, compatible with multipli-
cation, and we study its properties. We show that many families of Lie groupoids admit such
metrics, including the important class of proper Lie groupoids. The exponential map of these
metrics allows us to establish a linearization theorem for Riemannian groupoids, obtaining both
a simpler proof and a stronger version of the Weinstein–Zung linearization theorem for proper
Lie groupoids. This new notion of metric has a simplicial nature which will be explored in
future papers of this series.

1. Introduction

This is the first of a series of papers dedicated to the study of Riemannian metrics on
Lie groupoids. There have been several attempts to propose a good notion for metrics on Lie
groupoids (see, e.g., [11–13, 16]), but to our knowledge, all of them fail to take into account
the groupoid multiplication. The compatibility with the multiplication may not be required
in certain particular cases, such as étale groupoids, describing orbifolds. But for general Lie
groupoids, describing more general singular spaces, taking into account the groupoid multipli-
cation becomes crucial. In this paper we introduce a condition of compatibility between the
metric and the groupoid multiplication, which is automatically satisfied for étale groupoids, but
yields a novel concept for more general Lie groupoids.

The basic idea underlying our approach can be easily described using the simplicial
model of the Lie groupoid G �M , say its nerve NG:

� � �
//
//
//
//
//
G.n/

//
//
//
// � � �

//
//
//
// G

.2/ //
//
// G.1/

//
// G.0/ Œ // G.0/=G.1/�.

The manifoldG.n/ consists of chains of n composable arrows, or equivalently, commuta-
tive n-simplices onG. This viewpoint clarifies the definition of the face mapsG.n/ ! G.n�1/,
as well as the existence of an action of the symmetric group SnC1 Õ G.n/ by permuting the
vertices of a simplex. We define an n-metric on the Lie groupoid G �M to be a Riemannian
metric �.n/ on G.n/ invariant under SnC1 and for which the fibers of one (and therefore every)
face map G.n/ ! G.n�1/ are locally equidistant. For small values of n one finds:
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2 del Hoyo and Fernandes, Riemannian metrics on Lie groupoids

(i) If n D 0, we recover the notion of a transversely invariant metric on the space of units
M D G.0/, i.e., a metric transversely invariant under the action of G on its units. Such
metrics and their properties have been studied in [16].

(ii) If n D 1, we recover the notion of Riemannian groupoid introduced first in [11]. This is a
metric in the space arrows G.1/ D G invariant under inversion and for which the source
and target fibers are equidistant.

(iii) If n D 2, we obtain a new notion of metric on a Lie groupoid, a metric in the space of
composable arrows G.2/ which is S3-invariant and transverse to the multiplication map.
We will stress the advantages of this new concept.

An n-metric on G.n/ induces a k-metric on each G.k/ for 0 � k < n, for which all
face maps G.kC1/ ! G.k/ are Riemannian submersions. Since the nerve of a Lie groupoid
is completely determined once one reaches G.2/, it is enough for many purposes to consider
only 2-metrics. We study 2-metrics in this paper and reserve a discussion on general n-metrics
for the next papers in this series [8, 9]. Still, it may be worth mentioning here the following
fact, to be proved in [9]: there is at most one 3-metric inducing a given 2-metric in G � M ,
and if such a 3-metric exists, it has a unique extension to an n-metric for every n. On the other
hand, later we will give examples of groupoids which admit an n-metric, but do not admit an
nC1-metric, for n D 0; 1; 2. Also, uniqueness fails in these low degrees, so one can have, e.g.,
two different 2-metrics on G.2/ inducing the same metric on G.1/.

A 2-metric �.2/ on a Lie groupoid G � M can be used to great profit. We will call the
pair .G � M;�.2// a Riemannian groupoid. As we will see later, there are plenty of classes
of groupoids admitting 2-metrics: Lie groups, étale groupoids, transitive Lie groupoids, locally
trivial Lie group bundles, etc. More important, our first main result shows that:

Theorem 1. Any Hausdorff proper Lie groupoid G �M admits a 2-metric.

In fact, a Hausdorff proper groupoid admits an n-metric, for any n, but we choose to
ignore this for now, since our focus in this paper is on 2-metrics.

Our first major application of the existence of 2-metrics is to the linearization problem
for Lie groupoids. Given a Lie groupoid G � M and an embedded saturated submanifold
S �M (i.e. S is a collection of orbits ofG), one has a linear local model forG around S : one
can show that the normal bundle to the restriction GS � S is a Lie groupoid �.GS /� �.S/,
which only depends on the first jet of GS . Then the linearization problem asks if there exists
a groupoid isomorphism from a neighborhood of GS in G to a neighborhood of GS in �.GS /.
Special cases of this problem, where the answer is affirmative, include some classical results
in differential geometry, such as

� Ehresmann’s theorem for submersions,

� local Reeb stability for foliations,

� the Bochner linearization theorem and, more generally, the Tube theorem for proper Lie
group actions.

In recent years, this problem has been intensively studied by several authors focusing on the
case of proper groupoids [6, 16, 19–21]. Using 2-metrics and their exponential maps, we will
give a simple, geometric proof of the following much more general result:
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del Hoyo and Fernandes, Riemannian metrics on Lie groupoids 3

Theorem 2. Let .G � M;�.2// be a Riemannian Lie groupoid and let S � M be
a saturated embedded submanifold. Then the exponential map defines a linearization of G
around S .

This theorem yields all known linearization theorems for Lie groupoids. In particular,
from Theorems 1 and 2 one can easily obtain the linearization theorem for proper Lie group-
oids, where the groupoid neighborhood can be taken to be a full groupoid neighborhood, and
the invariant linearization theorem for source proper Lie groupoids, where the groupoid neigh-
borhood can be taken to be saturated (see Section 5.1 for details).

Summarizing, our metric approach to the linearization problem has the following advan-
tages over the approaches one can find in the literature:

(i) it is valid for any Riemannian groupoid, which include proper groupoids but also many
other classes, enlarging the range of application,

(ii) it holds around any saturated submanifold S and not only around orbits O ,

(iii) it gives some control over the linearization map, and

(iv) it has a simple conceptual proof that enlightens the subject considerably.

The fact that the linearization is valid around any saturated submanifold S , instead of
just an orbit O , has a nice interpretation from a stacky viewpoint: we will prove in [8] that our
notion of metric is Morita invariant, hence it leads to a notion of metrics on smooth stacks, an
essential tool in the study of their geometry. From this perspective, our linearization around
an orbit O yields normal coordinates around a point in the stack, while linearization around a
saturated set S yields an exponential tubular neighborhood around a substack. We will develop
these and other aspects of metrics on Lie groupoids in the forthcoming papers [8, 9].

Acknowledgement. We thank IST-Lisbon, IMPA and Universiteit Utrecht for hosting
us at several stages of this project. We also thank H. Bursztyn, M. Crainic, I. Marcut,
D. Martinez-Torres, H. Posthuma and I. Struchiner for many fruitful discussions.

2. Transversely invariant metrics

In this section we discuss metrics which are invariant under groupoid actions which are
relevant for our study of metrics on groupoids. Since a groupoid action is not by diffeomor-
phisms of the space where the groupoid acts, this notion has some subtleties that one needs to
address.

2.1. Background on Riemannian submersions. Given smooth manifolds E, B en-
dowed with metrics �E , �B , a Riemannian submersion p W E ! B is a submersion whose
fibers are equidistant. This condition amounts to requiring that for every point e 2 E the map
dep W TeF? ! TbB is an isometry, where b D p.e/ and TeF? denotes the subspace of
vectors orthogonal to the fiber F D p�1.b/.

Given an inner product � on a finite-dimensional vector space V , we denote by �� the
dual inner product on the dual space V �, which results from the identification V Š V � defined
by v 7! �.v; �/. In terms of the dual inner products, the condition for a Riemannian submersion
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4 del Hoyo and Fernandes, Riemannian metrics on Lie groupoids

can be rephrased as follows: for all e 2 E the map .dep/� W T �b B ! TeF
ı is an isometry,

where TeF ı denotes the annihilator of the vectors tangent to the fiber.
For a Riemannian submersion p W E ! B the metric on B is completely determined by

the metric on E. In fact, given any submersion p W E ! B and �E a metric on E, let us call
�E p-transverse if for all e; e0 belonging to the same fiber F the composition

TeF
ı
 T �b B ! Te0F

ı

is an isometry. Of course, this can also be rephrased in terms of the orthogonal spaces to the
fibers.

When �E is p-transverse, we can endow B with a push-forward metric p��E , defined
as the unique metric �B which makes the maps T �

b
B ! TeF

ı isometries. This gives a smooth
well-defined metric on B , and hence we can deconstruct the notion of Riemannian submersion
as follows:

p W E ! B is Riemannian ” �E is p-transverse and p��E D �B :

Just like any manifold can be made into a Riemannian manifold, every submersion can
be made Riemannian:

Lemma 2.1. For any submersion p W E ! B there exists a p-transverse metric �E

on E.

Proof. It is enough to set an Ehresmann connection, declare it orthogonal to the fibers,
and construct the metric on the fibers arbitrary and on the connection as a pullback of a fixed
one in B .

The correspondence � 7! �� between metrics on V and V � is not linear, and this makes
the two points of view on Riemannian submersions, via the annihilators of the fibers or via the
normal spaces to the fibers, somewhat different. In fact, we advocate that it is more advanta-
geous to take the cotangent space point of view in the study of Riemannian submersions, as
illustrated by the following proposition:

Proposition 2.2. Let p W E ! B be a submersion and let ¹�1; : : : ; �kº be p-transverse
metrics. Then their cotangent average � defined as follows is also p-transverse:

� WD
1

k

� kX
iD1

��i

��
:

In contrast, the tangent average is usually not p-transverse, as shown by the following
simple example:

Example 2.3. Let � be the canonical metric on R2 and let Q� be the metric on R2 with
orthonormal frame ¹àx C f .x; y/ày ; àyº. If p W R2 ! R is the projection in the first factor,
both metrics are p-transverse, with push-forward the Euclidean metric. The same also holds
for their cotangent average 1

2
.��C Q��/�. However, the tangent average metric 1

2
.�C Q�/ is not

p-transverse, since the vector àx C 1
2
f .x; y/ày is normal to ày , its projection does not depend

on y, but its norm does.
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del Hoyo and Fernandes, Riemannian metrics on Lie groupoids 5

The philosophy that one must work on the cotangent bundle, rather than on the tangent
bundle, will occur frequently in the sequel. For example, for proper groupoids we will use
averaging methods to construct suitable metrics, and these methods will only work when con-
sidering the dual metrics on the cotangent bundle.

We now establish a simple fact involving composition of Riemannian submersions that
will be very useful later.

Lemma 2.4. Let q W QE ! E be a surjective submersion, let � be a q-transverse metric
on QE, and consider another surjective submersion p W E ! B:

QE
q
��! E

p
��! B:

Then � is pq-transverse if and only if the push-forward metric q�� is p-transverse. In that
case, we have p�.q�.�// D .pq/�.�/.

Proof. Given Qe 2 QE write e D q. Qe/ and b D p.e/. Let us denote by Fx the fiber
corresponding to the map x. We have the following commutative diagram, where the horizontal
arrows are linear isomorphisms:

TQeF
ı
pq
� _

��

TeF
ı
p

oo

� _

��

T �
b
Boo

TQeF
ı
q
� _

��

T �e E
oo

T �
Qe
QE.

Since � is q-transverse, we can push it forward so that the map TQeF ıq  T �e E is an isometry,
and hence also its restriction TQeF ıqp  TeF

ı
p . It becomes now clear that TeF ıp  T �

b
B is an

isometry if and only if TQeF ıqp  T �
b
B is, from where the result easily follows.

Remark 2.5. One final observation concerning Riemannian submersions:
Let f1 W E1 ! B and f2 W E2 ! B be Riemannian submersions. The fibred product

E1 �B E2 has a natural pullback metric �E1�BE2 . It is defined by

�E1�BE2..v; w/; .v0; w0// D �E1.v; v0/C �E2.w;w0/ � �B.u; u0/;

where u D df1.v/ D df2.w/ and u0 D df1.v0/ D df2.w0/. This metric is smooth and has
the property that all maps in the following commutative diagram are Riemannian submersions:

E1 �B E2

��

// E2

f2
��

E1
f1

// B .

2.2. Transversely invariant metrics for groupoid actions. Suppose a Lie groupoid
G �M acts on a space E !M (we follow standard conventions as in, e.g., [4]). What does
it mean for a metric in E to be invariant under that action? An arrow g in G determines only
a diffeomorphism Es.g/ ! Et.g/ so the notion of invariant metric is not a straightforward
generalization of the case of Lie group actions. We start by recalling this case.
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6 del Hoyo and Fernandes, Riemannian metrics on Lie groupoids

Given a smooth action � W G Õ E of a Lie group G on a manifold E, for each g 2 G
we let �g W E ! E, e 7! g � e denote the translation by g. If �E is a Riemannian metric on E
then we say that �E is

(a) � -invariant if for each g 2 G the map �g W E ! E is an isometry;

(b) transversely � -invariant if for each orbit O and each g 2 G the map

N�g W TE=TO ! TE=TO

is an isometry, or equivalently, if .�g/� W TOı ! TOı is an isometry.

Clearly (a) implies (b), which is weaker in general. For instance, any metric on R is obviously
transversely invariant under translations RÕ R, but it may not be invariant.

When moving from groups to groupoids, note that the notion of invariance as in (a) does
not make sense. IfG �M is a Lie groupoid andG Õ E is an action, there is not a natural lift
to a tangent action G Õ TE. Nevertheless, we can still define transversely invariant metrics
as in (b) by using the so-called normal representation, which we now recall.

Given a Lie groupoid G �M and an orbit O �M , the normal representation

� W GO Õ �.O/

is a linear action of the restriction groupoid GO � O over the normal bundle �.O/ ! O . It
encodes the linear infinitesimal data around the orbit and plays a fundamental role in the theory
(see, e.g., [7]). The action is defined by the composition

GO �O �.O/
Š
�! �.GO/

dt
�! �.O/;

where the first map is the natural identification between the normal bundle of GO � G and
the pullback of �.O/ through the source map GO

s
�! O . Unraveling this construction, for each

arrow y
g
 � x inGO the map �g W �x.O/! �y.O/ can be geometrically described as follows:

if  is a curve onM whose velocity at 0 represents v 2 �x.O/, and Q is a curve on G such that
Q.0/ D g and s Q D  , then �g.v/ 2 �y.O/ is defined by the velocity at 0 of t Q .

The conormal representation �� W GO Õ ��.O/ is defined by dualizing the previous
one. Explicitly, we use the natural identification ��.O/ Š TOı and an arrow y

g
 � x in GO

acts on the conormal space at x by

��g W TxO
ı
! TyO

ı; � 7! � ı �g�1 :

Remark 2.6. The normal and the conormal representations are natural. More precisely,
let ˆ W G ! G0 be a Lie groupoid map covering � WM !M 0, and y

g
 � x be an arrow in the

orbit O �M . Write x0 D �.x/ etc. and consider the following commutative diagram:

TxO
ı ds� // TgG

ı
O TyO

ıdt�oo

Tx0O
0ı ds0� //

d��

OO

Tg 0G
ı
O 0

dˆ�
OO

Ty0O
0ı.

d��
OO

dt 0�oo

The horizontal arrows are all isomorphisms, the upper composition gives the conormal action
corresponding to g, and the bottom composition the corresponding to g0 D ˆ.g/, showing
the naturality of the conormal representation. The argument for the normal representation is
analog.
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del Hoyo and Fernandes, Riemannian metrics on Lie groupoids 7

If we have a metric �E on the manifold E and O � E is a submanifold, then on the nor-
mal bundle �.O/ we consider the metric coming from the identification �.O/ Š TO? � TE

and on the conormal bundle ��.O/ D .TO/ı � T �E we consider the restriction of the metric.

Definition 2.7. Let � W G Õ E be a Lie groupoid action. We say that a metric �E on E
is transversely � -invariant if the normal representation of the action groupoid G �M E � E

is by isometries, or equivalently, if the conormal representation is by isometries.

2.3. Transversely invariant metrics and quotients. Given a Lie groupoid G, there is
a correspondence between free and proper actions G Õ P and principal G-bundles P ! B:
the quotient space P=G of a free proper action naturally inherits a smooth manifold structure,
for which the projection � W P ! P=G is a submersion (see, e.g., [7]). This extends the better
known case of free and proper actions of Lie groups and principal group bundles (see, e.g.,
[17, Appendix E]). The next result is a Riemannian version of this correspondence.

Lemma 2.8. Let � W G Õ P be a free and proper groupoid action with quotient
�P W P ! P=G. A metric �P on P is transversely � -invariant if and only if it is �P -trans-
verse. In such a case, P=G inherits a well-defined quotient metric N� D ���, for which the
projection is a Riemannian submersion.

Proof. The orbits O of � coincide with the fibers of �P W P ! P=G, so �P is �P -
transverse if and only if for all e; e0 2 O the maps

.TeO/
ı Š
�! .Te0O/

ı; e; e0 2 O;

are isometries. But this map coincides with the conormal representation along the unique
arrow e0

g
 � e. Therefore, being transversely � -invariant amounts to be the same as being

�P -transverse. The quotient metric is just the push-forward metric as defined in a previous
paragraph.

Example 2.9. A Lie groupoid acts on its arrows by left translations. This action is
principal with the source map s W G ! M as the projection. Hence a metric � on G is trans-
versely left invariant if and only if it is s-transverse. Analogously, a metric is transversely right
invariant if and only if it is t -transverse.

Many of the metrics that we are going to deal with are quotient metrics for free and proper
actions, as in Lemma 2.8. Then the following technical result becomes an important tool for
constructing examples.

Proposition 2.10. Let .E; �E /, .E 0; �E
0

/ be Riemannian manifolds endowed with free
proper groupoid actions G Õ E, G Õ E 0, for which the metrics are transversely invariant.
If p W .E; �E / ! .E 0; �E

0

/ is an equivariant Riemannian submersion then the induced map
between the quotients Np W .E=G; N�E /! .E 0=G; N�E

0

/ is a Riemannian submersion as well.
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8 del Hoyo and Fernandes, Riemannian metrics on Lie groupoids

Proof. Call �E W E ! E=G and �E 0 W E 0 ! E 0=G the corresponding projections,
which are Riemannian submersions by construction (see Lemma 2.8):

E

�E
��

p
// E 0

�E0

��

E=G
Np
// E 0=G.

Since �E 0 and p are Riemannian submersions, then so is their composition �E 0p D Np�E , and
since �E is a Riemannian submersion, we conclude that Np also is (cf. Lemma 2.4).

3. Riemannian groupoids

Given a Lie groupoid G � M , we let G.n/ � Gn be the embedded submanifold con-
sisting of chains of n composable arrows in G. Thus G.0/ D M are the objects, G.1/ D G

are the arrows, and G.2/ D ¹.h; g/ W s.h/ D t .g/º � G � G are the pairs of composable
arrows, or equivalently the commutative triangles in G. We now discuss appropriate notions of
metrics on each of these spaces. We emphasize that we will be mostly interested in metrics in
G.2/, which we consider to be the right notion of metric on a Lie groupoid. Nevertheless, the
metrics in G.1/ and in G.0/, which have been studied before (see [11, 16]), also play a role in
our approach.

3.1. Metrics on the space of units: 0-metrics. We restate the definition of [16] in our
language:

Definition 3.1 ([16]). A 0-metric on a Lie groupoid G � M is a Riemannian met-
ric �.0/ on the manifold G.0/ D M which is transversely invariant for the canonical action
G ÕM , g � s.g/ D t .g/.

In [16], Pflaum, Posthuma and Tang develop some aspects of the theory of 0-metrics.
One of their main results states that every proper Lie groupoid admits a 0-metric [16, Proposi-
tion 3.14], that for this metric the orbit foliation is a singular Riemannian foliation [16, Propo-
sition 6.4], and that the corresponding distance function induces a topology on the orbit space
that agrees with the quotient topology [16, Theorem 6.1]. Some of these results will be gener-
alized later.

For now, let us observe that obviously not every Lie groupoid admits a 0-metric. Next
we give a counter-example inspired in a foliation with infinite holonomy.

Example 3.2. The action RÕ S1 �R defined by � � .z; t/ D .e2�i�z; e�t / leads to a
Lie groupoid G � M with a single compact orbit S1 � 0. For x D .1; 0/ the isotropy group
Gx Š Z is generated by g D .1; 1; 0/, and its normal representation is given by multiplication
by e, say g � Œàt � D eŒàt �. Hence, there cannot be a 0-metric on G �M .

Nevertheless, there are plenty of examples of Lie groupoids endowed with 0-metrics.
In some cases the invariance condition becomes vacuous, hence a 0-metric amounts to be the
same as a metric on the units.
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del Hoyo and Fernandes, Riemannian metrics on Lie groupoids 9

Example 3.3. For the unit groupoid M � M of a manifold M , a Lie group G � �
(viewed as a groupoid with a single object), and more generally any transitive Lie groupoid
G �M , any metric on M is a 0-metric: there is just one orbit, so the condition is vacuous.

Similarly, for a Lie group bundle G � M , that is, a Lie groupoid on which the source
and target maps agree, any metric on M is a 0-metric: the orbits are just the points of M and
the normal representations are trivial.

Let us turn to less trivial examples.

Example 3.4. If p W M ! N is a submersion, then a 0-metric on the corresponding
submersion groupoid M �N M �M is the same thing as a p-transverse metric on M .

The notion of a 0-metric arose first in the context of étale groupoids. Recall that an
étale groupoid G � M is one on which both G and M have the same dimension, and there-
fore all the structural maps s; t; m; u; i are étale, i.e., local diffeomorphisms, and the orbits are
0-dimensional. In an étale Lie groupoid every arrow g induces exactly one (germ of a) bisec-
tion. The corresponding pseudogroup of transformations of M is called the effect of G. The
following lemma is immediate.

Lemma 3.5. A 0-metric on an étale Lie groupoid G � M is the same as a metric on
M invariant under the effect of G, that is, a metric for which the bisections act by isometries.

The orbit space of a proper effective étale groupoid has an orbifold structure. Conversely,
every (effective) orbifold can be obtained in this way, setting a 1-1 correspondence between
Morita classes of such groupoids and isomorphism classes of effective orbifolds (see [15]).
Under this correspondence, it is easy to see that a 0-metric on the groupoid amounts to be the
same thing as a metric on the orbifold, as defined for instance in [15] (see also [13, Proposi-
tion 5.5]).

Remark 3.6. In some works (see, e.g., [12]) a Riemannian groupoid G � M is de-
fined as a Lie groupoid endowed with a metric � on the units for which any bisection acts by
isometries. For étale groupoids this is just the notion of a 0-metric, but for general groupoids
this is not a very useful definition: if a Lie groupoid admits such a metric then all its orbits
must be 0-dimensional. In fact, if O � M is an orbit with positive dimension and y

g
 � x is

an arrow on O , then for arbitrary non-zero vectors w 2 TyO and v 2 TxO we can always find
u 2 TgG with dt .u/ D w and ds.u/ D v (see [7, Proposition 3.5.1]). A subspace S � TgG
complementing both kerg ds and kerg dt and containing u then leads to a bisection relating w
and v, from where they should have the same norm, contradicting that they are arbitrary.

3.2. Metrics on the space of arrows: 1-metrics. We recall now the definition of a
metric on a groupoid that one can find in [11], which we reformulate in our language:

Definition 3.7 ([11]). A 1-metric onG �M is a metric �.1/ on the manifoldG.1/ D G
which is transversely left invariant (see Example 2.9) and for which the inversion i is an
isometry.
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10 del Hoyo and Fernandes, Riemannian metrics on Lie groupoids

As we have seen, transversely left invariant is the same as s-transverse, and assuming
that the inversion i W G ! G is an isometry, this is equivalent to t -transverse, by Lemma 2.4.
This gives many equivalent formulations of Definition 3.7. Note that if a metric � on G is both
s-transverse and t -transverse, it may not be invariant under inversion, but it leads to a groupoid
metric by considering the cotangent average �.1/ D .1

2
.�� C i���//�.

LetG �M be a Lie groupoid and �.1/ be a 1-metric. Since the inversion is an isometry,
by Lemma 2.4 the push-forward metrics s��.1/ and t��.1/ onM agree. We denote this common
induced metric onM by �.0/. Note that �.0/ differs in general from the restriction of �.1/ along
the unit map, as is observed in [11] and we will see in many examples. The proof of the first
two items in the following proposition can also be found in [11].

Proposition 3.8. Given a Lie groupoid G � M , a 1-metric �.1/, and the induced
metric �.0/ on M . Then:

(i) The source and target maps are Riemannian submersions, and the units u.M/ � G form
a totally geodesic submanifold.

(ii) �.0/ makes the orbit foliation FM of M into a singular Riemannian foliation.

(iii) �.0/ is transversely invariant for the action G ÕM , namely it is a 0-metric.

Proof. The units form a totally geodesic submanifold because they form the fixed point
set of the inversion map, which is an isometry. That the source and target are Riemann-
ian submersions is immediate. It implies in particular that the foliations on G given by the
source and target fibers are Riemannian, namely a geodesic which is orthogonal to some
leaf remains orthogonal to every leaf it meets. Now, since for every g 2 GO we have
TgGO D ker dgs C ker dg t , it follows that the foliation FG on G given by the orbits of
the groupoid is also Riemannian. This easily implies that the foliation FM D s�.FG/ is also
Riemannian, for we can locally lift geodesics along s.

Regarding the last statement, given an arrow y
g
 � x on G, its action under the normal

representation consists of the composition dt ı ds
�1

:

NxO
ds
 � NgGO

dt
�! NyO:

Since the source and target map are Riemannian submersions, and since

TgGO D ds
�1.TxO/ D dt

�1.TyO/;

the two maps above are isometries and we are done.

If �.1/ is a 1-metric inducing �.0/, we will say that �.1/ is an extension of �.0/. Let us
start by giving an example of a 0-metric that cannot be extended to a 1-metric.

Example 3.9. Consider the vector field X D x2àx in R, whose integral curve with
initial condition x ¤ 0 is given by x.�/ D x

1�x�
. Denote by G � R the corresponding flow

groupoid: the arrows in G are pairs .�; x/ for which x.�/ is defined. For this groupoid, we
have s.�; x/ D x and t .�; x/ D x.�/, while multiplication is defined in the obvious way.
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del Hoyo and Fernandes, Riemannian metrics on Lie groupoids 11

Now any metric �.0/ on R is a 0-metric: if x ¤ 0 then the normal space to the orbit is
trivial, so there is no requirement on �.0/. If x D 0, the normal space to the orbit is R, but the
normal representation of G on R is trivial because the linear part of the vector field X is zero,
so again there is no condition on the metric. On the other hand, there are no 1-metrics on G:
this can be seen using either (i) or (ii) in Proposition 3.8: the orbit foliation FM ofM has orbits
R<0, ¹0º and R>0, so cannot be a Riemannian foliation; also, there is no metric �.1/ in G for
which both the s-fibres and the t-fibres are Riemannian foliations.

On the other hand, there are cases on which the extension is unique, e.g., étale groupoids,
and still other cases on which the same 0-metric admits many extensions.

Example 3.10. Given any metric �.0/ on the manifold M , then �.1/ WD �.0/ ˚ �.0/

yields a 1-metric on the pair groupoid M �M � M . However, not every extension of �.0/

arises in this way. Consider, for instance, M D R, a ¤ 0, then we have extensions �.1/ of the
canonical metric �.0/ on R of the form

.�.1//� D

"
1 a

a 1

#
relative to the canonical basis for R2.

There are classes of groupoids where a 0-metric can always be extended to a 1-metric
(although maybe not in a unique way, like in the previous example). Recall that a foliation
groupoid G � M is a Lie groupoid for which every isotropy group is discrete. Examples of
foliation groupoids include étale groupoids and submersion groupoids. Alternative character-
izations of foliations groupoids are: (i) a Lie groupoid which is Morita equivalent to an étale
groupoid, or (ii) a Lie groupoid whose Lie algebroid has injective anchor map (see [5]).

Proposition 3.11. If G � M is a foliation groupoid and �.0/ is a 0-metric, then there
exists a 1-metric extending it.

Proof. Call q the codimension of an orbit on M . Given y
g
 � x on G, we can decom-

pose TxM and TyM as orthogonal sums between the tangent spaces to the orbit O and their
complements. The differential of the anchor map

dg.s; t/ W TgG ! TyM � TxM D TyO ˚NyO ˚ TxO ˚NxO

is injective, hence we can identify TgG with its image, which are the vectors .v1; v2; v3; v4/
satisfying �g Œv4� D Œv2�, where �g denotes the normal representation. By hypothesis, the
norm of v2 equals that of v4. We define (the square of) the norm of .v1; v2; v3; v4/ as that
of .v1; v2; v3; 0/. In other words, we preserve the metric along the orbit and correct it on the
normal direction. It is immediate that the metric �.1/ defined this way is both s-fibred and
t -fibred, and that it is sitting over �. Since .s; t/ı i D � ı .s; t/, it easily follows that our metric
is invariant for the inversion, which completes the proof.

Note that the construction in this proof does not depend on any choices, so it leads to
a completely determined metric �.1/. Still, the example of the pair groupoid shows that there
may be other extensions.
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12 del Hoyo and Fernandes, Riemannian metrics on Lie groupoids

Example 3.12. Given a regular foliation F on a manifold M , we have its monodromy
groupoid Mon.F / � M and its holonomy groupoid Hol.F / � M . The first consists of
homotopy classes of paths within a leaf, and the second is a quotient of the previous one,
where two paths are identified if they induce the same holonomy. These examples of foliation
groupoids may fail to be Hausdorff.

If M is endowed with a metric for which the leaves stay equidistant, namely every
geodesic orthogonal to a leaf remains orthogonal to every leaf it meets, then F is a Riemannian
foliation. For a Riemannian foliation, holonomy and linear holonomy coincide, so the holon-
omy groupoid acts faithfully by isometries on the normal space to the foliation, and hence it is
always Hausdorff.

A 0-metric on Hol.F / � M is the same as a metric on M making the foliation F

Riemannian. Proposition 3.11 recovers the main result of [11], namely that the holonomy
groupoid of a regular Riemannian foliation has a 1-metric extending the original one.

3.3. Metrics on the space of composable arrows: 2-metrics. The notions of 0-metrics
and 1-metrics, discussed in the previous paragraphs, do not take into account the groupoid
multiplication m W G.2/ ! G. Hence, they ignore a fundamental ingredient of the concept of
a Lie groupoid. This is fixed by considering metrics on the space of composable arrows G.2/.
In order to do that we need first to discuss certain symmetries of the manifold G.2/, which are
formal consequences of the combinatorics underlying its structure.

Each point in G.2/ represents a pair of composable arrows, or equivalently, a commuta-
tive triangle of arrows. Hence we have a natural action of the symmetric group S3 Õ G.2/, by
permuting the objects of a given triangle. For example, in the diagram below, the permutation
.xy/.z/ sends the point .h; g/ 2 G.2/ to .hg; g�1/:

y
h

��
z x

g
hh

h�g

kk

7!

x
h�g

��

g

��
z y

h

kk

We leave it to the reader to find the other transformations for this action in terms of the pair
notation in G.2/.

Remark 3.13. A precise formulation can be given as follows. Denote by Œ2� the pair
groupoid on a set with three objects ¹0; 1; 2º. Then S3 naturally identifies with the groupoid au-
tomorphisms Œ2�! Œ2�, andG.2/ with the set of functors Œ2�! G. Then the action S3 Õ G.2/

is just given by pre-composition.

There are also three commuting left groupoid actions �1; �2; �3 W G Õ G.2/, defined as

�1.k/.g; h/ D .kg; h/; �2.k/.g; h/ D .gk�1; kh/; �3.k/.g; h/ D .g; hk�1/:

They are free and proper. Their orbits agree with the fibers of the maps �2; m; �1 W G.2/ ! G,
respectively, hence yielding three principal G-bundles. Observe that the action S3 Õ G.2/

interchanges these principal actions � i .
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del Hoyo and Fernandes, Riemannian metrics on Lie groupoids 13

Definition 3.14. A 2-metric on G � M is a metric �.2/ on the manifold G.2/ which
is transversely invariant for the action �1 W G Õ G.2/, k � .g; h/ D .kg; h/, and for which the
group S3 acts by isometries. The pair .G �M;�.2// is called a Riemannian groupoid.

Remark 3.15. Unfortunately, the term Riemannian groupoid has been used in the lit-
erature with different meanings, as in [11, 12], which we have already discussed. Another ap-
proach that may seem natural is to consider metrics that are multiplicative tensors, in the sense
of [2], but a simple computation shows that being positive definite implies that the groupoid
must be 0-dimensional. We hope to convince the reader that a 2-metric is the right geometric
structure that one should add to a Lie groupoid in order to call it Riemannian.

It should be clear that the definition of a 2-metric can be reformulated in many equivalent
ways. For example, we can say:

� �.2/ is transversely invariant for (any of) the actions � i W G Õ G.2/ and the group S3
acts by isometries, or equivalently,

� �.2/ is transverse to (any of) the maps �2; m; �1 W G.2/ ! G and the group S3 acts by
isometries.

In the next section we will construct many examples of 2-metrics. For now, let us relate
this notion with those introduced before:

Proposition 3.16. Let G � M be a Lie groupoid. A 2-metric �.2/ on G.2/ induces a
1-metric �.1/ on G.1/, and hence also a 0-metric on G.0/.

Proof. Let �.2/ be a 2-metric on G.2/. Since �.2/ is invariant under the action of S3,
which interchanges the mapsm;�1; �2, it easily follows that the push-forward metricsm��.2/,
.�1/��

.2/, .�2/��.2/ all agree (see Lemma 2.4). Denote the resulting metric on the manifold
G by �.1/.

We have im D m� for some � 2 S3, which implies that the inversion map i preserves
the metric �.1/ (again Lemma 2.4). It remains to show that �.1/ is transverse to the source map
s W G ! M , or equivalently, that �.2/ is transverse to the map s�2 D sm W G.2/ ! M (once
more, Lemma 2.4).

The principal actions �1; �2 W G Õ G.2/ can be combined to give a simultaneous action

�12 W QG Õ G.2/; .g0; g/ � Œh1; h2; h3� D Œgh1; g
0h2; h3�;

where QG � G is the so-called arrow groupoid of G �M , whose objects are the arrows of G
and whose arrows are the commutative squares. The new action �12 is again free and proper,
and its orbits are exactly the fibers of s�2. We will show that �.2/ is transversely �12-invariant
(Proposition 2.8).

By hypothesis, �.2/ is both transversely �1- and �2-invariant. And the action groupoids
of �1 and �2 embed into the action groupoid of �12, via the inclusions

.g0; Œh1; h2; h3�/ 7! ..g0; id/; Œh1; h2; h3�/; .g; Œh1; h2; h3�/ 7! ..id; g/; Œh1; h2; h3�/:

Then, we can use the naturality of the conormal representation with respect to these inclusions
(cf. Remark 2.6), and the fact that every arrow .g0; g/ in QG factors as .g0; id/.id; g/, to conclude
the result.
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14 del Hoyo and Fernandes, Riemannian metrics on Lie groupoids

Thus, given a 2-metric �.2/ in a Lie groupoid G �M , there are induced metrics �.1/ on
G and �.0/ on M , and the following five maps are Riemannian submersions:

G.2/
�1 //
m //

�2
// G

s //

t
// M .

Moreover, the metrics �.2/ and �.1/ are preserved by the natural actions of the symmetric
groups S3 Õ G.2/ and S2 Õ G.1/.

Given a Lie groupoid G � M and a 1-metric �.1/, it is natural to ask if there exists a
2-metric �.2/ inducing �.1/. If that is the case, we will say that �.2/ is an extension of �.1/.
This extension problem, which consists on deciding whether there is an extension and if such
an extension is unique, admits several different answers, depending on the groupoid. In the
next section we will show with examples that one can have any of the following situations:

(i) there may exist a unique extension,

(ii) there may be more than one extension, or

(iii) there may be no extension at all.

4. Examples of Riemannian groupoids

4.1. First examples. For some Lie groupoids G � M the extension problem from
1-metrics to 2-metrics has a unique solution. Hence for these Lie groupoids our notion of
Riemannian groupoid is essentially the same as the one introduced in [11].

Example 4.1 (Étale groupoids). In an étale Lie groupoid G � M the manifolds M ,
G, G.2/ all have the same dimension. If �.1/ is a 1-metric on it, then it induces a 0-metric �.0/,
which is the same as a metric on M invariant under the effect of G (see Lemma 3.5). For such
a metric �.1/ it is not hard to see that the pullback metrics m��.1/; ��1 �

.1/; ��2 �
.1/ agree and

give the only possible extension �.2/.

More generally, as we will show in the forthcoming paper of this series [9], when working
with foliation groupoids there exists exactly one extension of a k-metric �.k/ to a .kC1/-metric
�.kC1/, for any k � 1.

Next we construct an example of a Lie group, viewed as a groupoid with a single object,
on which there are many possible ways to extend the 1-metric.

Example 4.2. Let G � M be the abelian group of vectors in the plane, so G D R2

and M D �. The canonical metric �.1/ on R2 is a 1-metric for our groupoid. Given a metric
�.2/ on G.2/ D R2 � R2, let us write the matrix of its dual metric on the canonical basis at a
point a D .x1; x2; y1; y2/ 2 G.2/ D R2 �R2 by"

A B t

B C

#
:
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del Hoyo and Fernandes, Riemannian metrics on Lie groupoids 15

Using coordinates .z1; z2/ on G.1/ D R2, we can give the cotangent linear maps associated to
�2; m; �1 W G

.2/ ! G.1/ by

d.zi /
da�2
7�! d.yi /; d.zi /

dam
7�! d.xi /C d.yi /; d.zi /

da�1
7�! d.xi /:

Thus, if �.2/ is such that �2; m; �1 are Riemannian submersions, then the following equations
should hold:

C D I; AC B C B t C C D I; A D I:

This leaves one degree of freedom, namely

B D

"
�1=2 �ˇ

ˇ �1=2

#
for some smooth function ˇ W R4 ! R. In order to have a 2-metric on R2 we need further
to require that S3 Õ G.2/ is an isometric action, which easily translates into the following
functional equations on ˇ:

ˇ.x1; x2; y1; y2/ D �ˇ.�y1;�y2;�x1;�x2/;

ˇ.x1; x2; y1; y2/ D ˇ.y1; y2;�x1 � y1;�x2 � y2/:

Lastly, different 2-metrics �.2/ extending our original �.1/ arise for instance from ˇ � 0 and
ˇ � x1y1.x1Cy1/. Although we do not consider here 3-metrics, it is easy to see that for most
choices of ˇ, the metric �.2/ cannot be extended to a 3-metric.

Roughly speaking, a 1-metric on a Lie groupoid leaves some freedom along the iso-
tropies, but it completely describes the Riemannian structure on the longitudinal and the trans-
versal directions. This phenomenon can be made more precise in the context of stacks, namely
any two different extensions of a 1-metric induce the same metric on the quotient stack. We
will pursue this point of view in the forthcoming paper [8].

We now give an example of a Lie groupoid with a 1-metric which is not extendable to a
2-metric.

Example 4.3. Let G � M be a Lie group bundle, i.e., a groupoid where the source
and target maps agree. We can think of such a groupoid as a smooth family of Lie groups,
parametrized by the base manifold M . The orbits are just points and the normal representa-
tions are trivial. A 1-metric on a Lie group bundle G �M is the same thing as a metric on G
transverse to the projection s D t and invariant under the inversion map, so it is easy to con-
struct such 1-metrics on any Lie group bundle (see Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 2.3). However,
such a 1-metric may not be extendable, and moreover, there may not exist a 2-metric at all.

For a concrete example, let .G �M/ D .R3� R/ be the Lie group bundle settled by

s.�; x; �/ D t .�; x; �/ D �; m..�; x; �/; .�0; x0; �// D .�C �0; x C e��x0; �/:

This can be seen as a 1-parameter family of Lie group structures R2� D .R
2; ��/, where

.�; x/ �� .�
0; x0/ D .�C �0; x C e��x0/:

In other words, the group R2� is the semi-direct product R Ë R under the action � W R Õ R,
��.x/ D e

��x.
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16 del Hoyo and Fernandes, Riemannian metrics on Lie groupoids

As any Lie group bundle, G admits a 1-metric, but it turns out that G cannot be endowed
with a 2-metric. We give now a direct proof of this, and we will provide a more conceptual
explanation later.

Assume that �.2/ is a 2-metric. EndowG;M with the induced metrics. Write � WG!M

and � 0 W G.2/ ! M for the time projections, which are Riemannian submersions. For each
.�; x/ 2 G0 let .a.�; x/; b.�; x/; 1/ 2 T.�;x;0/G be the orthogonal lift of à� 2 T0M along � ,
and let w 2 T�;x;�0;x0;0G.2/ be the orthogonal lift of à� 2 T0M along � 0.

From the equations ��1 D � 0 and ��2 D � 0 it follows that

w D .a.�; x/; b.�; x/; a.�0; x0/; b.�0; x0/; 1/:

Now, the differential of the multiplication on the canonical basis at a central point has the form

dm.�;x;�0;x0;0/ D

2641 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 1 x0�

0 0 0 0 1

375
so from the equation �m D � 0 the next conditions on w arise:

a.�; x/C a.�0; x0/ D a.�C �0; x C x0/;

b.�; x/C b.�0; x0/C �x0 D b.�C �0; x C x0/:

These equations should hold for any choice of �; x; �0; x0, but it is easy to see that there are no
such functions a; b. Note for instance that the right-hand sides are symmetric and the left-hand
sides are not.

In fact, we will show later in Example 5.17, as a consequence of the linearization theorem,
that if a bundle of Lie groups admits a 2-metric, then its associated bundle of Lie algebras is
locally trivial (see also Example 4.5 for a partial converse). In the example above, the Lie
algebra of R2� has generators a; b and bracket Œa; b�� D �b, so it is a non-trivial deformation of
the abelian Lie algebra of dimension 2, hence a 2-metric cannot exist.

4.2. The gauge trick. Every Lie group admits a 2-metric, hence it can be regarded
as a Riemannian Lie groupoid. However, since 2-metrics are concerned with the transverse
geometry of a Lie groupoid, this is not surprising. There is however one thing to be learned:
the same recipe that allows us to construct 2-metrics on Lie groups also works in several other
situations.

Example 4.4 (Lie groups). Let G be a Lie group, and let � be a right-invariant metric
on G. If h ; i denotes the value of � at the origin, then for any g 2 G and any �; 2 T �g G we
have

��g.˛; ˇ/ D hRg˛;Rgˇi; ˛; ˇ 2 T �g G:

The product metric � � � � � on G � G � G is a 2-metric on the pair groupoid G � G � G,
and moreover, it is transversely invariant under the action of G by right multiplication. Hence,
it induces a 2-metric on the quotient groupoid, which is actually isomorphic to the groupG (cf.
Lemma 2.8 and Proposition 2.10).
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del Hoyo and Fernandes, Riemannian metrics on Lie groupoids 17

Note that the induced metric �.1/ does not agree in general with the original metric �. A
tedious computation shows that the resulting metrics �.2/ and �.1/ are given by

.�.2//�..˛1; ˛2/; .ˇ1; ˇ2//.g;h/ D hR
�
g˛1; R

�
gˇ1i C hR

�
h˛2; R

�
hˇ2i � hL

�
g˛1; R

�
hˇ2i

� hR�h˛2; L
�
gˇ1i C hL

�
g˛1; L

�
gˇ1i C hL

�
h˛2; L

�
hˇ2i;

.�.1//�.˛; ˇ/g D hR
�
g˛;R

�
gˇi C hL

�
g˛;L

�
gˇi:

Example 4.5 (Locally trivial bundles of Lie groups). We can use the existence of 2-
metrics on Lie groups to show that any locally trivial bundle of Lie groups admits a 2-metric.
First, for a trivial bundleM �G !M we can construct a 2-metric on the space of composable
arrows M � G � G ! M : we choose a 2-metric �G in the Lie group G and a metric �M in
M , and we form the product metric �M ˚ �G . Then, for a locally trivial bundle G � M , we
cover M by trivializing open sets U˛ and 2-metrics �.2/˛ on the restrictions GjU˛ . If ¹�˛º is
a partition of unity subordinated to the cover, then we obtain a 2-metric �.2/ in G � M by
setting

�.2/ WD

�X
˛

�˛.�
.2/
˛ /�

��
:

The 2-metric that we have constructed on a Lie group was obtained as the quotient metric
of a suitable one in G3. This can be generalized for any Lie groupoid, now considering the
manifoldGŒ3� � G3 of triples of arrows with the same source, and the map �.2/ W GŒ3� ! G.2/

given by �.2/.h1; h2; h3/ D .h1h�12 ; h2h
�1
3 /. The fibers of �.2/ coincide with the orbits of the

right-multiplication action

GŒ3� Ô G

.h1; h2; h3/ � k D .h1k; h2k; h3k/

�

� �

h1
ff

h2oo

h3xx

�
k
oo

�

This action is free and proper, hence defining a principal G-bundle. The general strategy will
be to define a nice enough metric on GŒ3� in a way such that it can be pushed forward along
�.2/, and that the resulting metric is a 2-metric.

Notice that the group S3 acts on the manifold GŒ3� by permuting its coordinates, and
there are three left groupoid actions G Õ GŒ3�, each consisting in left multiplication on a
given coordinate:

� �
k
oo

� �

h1
ff

h2oo

h3xx
�

�

� �koo �

h1
ff

h2oo

h3xx
�

�

� �

h1
ff

h2oo

h3xx
� �

koo

These four actions commute with the above right action, and cover the actions S3 Õ G.2/,
G Õ G.2/ used when defining 2-metrics.

Remark 4.6. The map �.2/ W GŒ3� ! G.2/ plays a key role for the groupoid. In fact,
one can generalize this construction to any k � 0 in an obvious way, obtaining principal G-
bundles �.k/ W GŒkC1� ! G.k/, which are Sk-invariant. They together form the simplicial
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18 del Hoyo and Fernandes, Riemannian metrics on Lie groupoids

model for the universal principal G-bundle EG ! BG. We will come back to this when
studying n-metrics on Lie groupoids in [9].

Emulating what we have done for Lie groups, we can construct 2-metrics for more gen-
eral Lie groupoids. The following is a first generalization.

Proposition 4.7. Let G be a Lie group acting on the right on the manifolds P and N .
Let q W P ! N be an equivariant submersion. Assume that G Õ P is free and G Õ N is
proper. Then the gauge groupoid .P �N P /=G � P=G admits a 2-metric.

Proof. We repeatedly make use of the fact that on a manifold with a proper action an
equivariant metric can be constructed by means of a classic averaging argument. Thus, by
setting a preliminary equivariant metric on P , which exists since this action is also proper, we
can construct an Ehresmann connection H for q W P ! N which is G-invariant: take just the
orthogonal to the fibers. This way we have TP D H ˚ F .

Now, we will modify the preliminary metric by pullbacking to H an equivariant metric
on N . The resulting metric �P is both q-fibred and G-invariant.

The induced metric �.2/ on P �N P �N P makes the submersion groupoid P �N P � P

a Riemannian groupoid, and since �.2/ isG-invariant, it induces a quotient metric which yields
the desired structure on the gauge groupoid (cf. Lemma 2.8 and Proposition 2.10).

Let us derive now some immediate corollaries.

Example 4.8 (Transitive groupoids). Every transitive groupoid can be obtained as the
gauge groupoid over some free proper action G Õ P , or equivalently, over some principal
G-bundle P ! M . Hence, by letting N D � in the previous proposition, we recover a recipe
to construct 2-metrics on any transitive groupoid.

Example 4.9 (Proper actions). If G Õ M is a Lie group acting over a manifold, then
it is easy to see that the corresponding action groupoid G Ë M � M is isomorphic to the
gauge construction over the projectionG�M !M , whereG acts over the productG�M by
g � .k; x/ D .kg�1; gx/. Thus, by the proposition, we may conclude that every Lie groupoid
arising from a proper Lie group action admits a 2-metric. Moreover, we can take as the auxiliary
metric �P appearing in Proposition 4.7 the product of a right-invariant metric on G and a G-
equivariant metric on M .

We will refer to the construction behind Proposition 4.7 as the gauge trick.

4.3. 2-metrics on proper groupoids. Recall that a groupoid G � M is proper if the
anchor map � W G ! M � M , g 7! .t.g/; s.g// is a proper map. In this section we will
prove that every Hausdorff proper groupoid admits a 2-metric, which is a groupoid version of
the well-known fact that every manifold admits a metric, or that every orbifold admits a metric.
We will construct such a 2-metric by adapting the gauge trick, introduced in Section 4.2. The
delicate point here is that a groupoid action does not lift to an action on the tangent/cotangent
bundle. There is however a tangent/cotangent quasi-action, which will allow us to apply av-
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del Hoyo and Fernandes, Riemannian metrics on Lie groupoids 19

eraging methods to produce 2-metrics. We have collected the relevant material about quasi-
actions, tangent lifts and averaging in Appendix A.

Let G �M be a Lie groupoid and � a connection on it. We consider an action G Õ E

and its cotangent lift .G Ë E/ QÕ T �E. In order to simplify the notation we will write just
ge D �g.e/, gv D T��.g;e/.v/ and so on.

Given a metric � on E, we can view it as a section of the second symmetric power, say
� 2 �.E; S2.T �E//, and analogously �� 2 �.E; S2.TE//. Then the metric � is transversely
invariant if and only if for each orbit O � E the section ��jTOı�TOı 2 �.O; S2.TE=TO//
is an invariant section for the corresponding lifted action (cf. Proposition A.3).

Now suppose that G � M is proper, so we can fix a Haar density � on it, and consider
its associated averaging operators (cf. Definition A.7).

Definition 4.10. Let � W G Õ E be a groupoid action, and � a metric on E. Its
cotangent average Q� 2 �.E; S2.T �E// is defined by averaging its dual, say

. Q�/�e .˛; ˇ/ WD I� .�
�/e.˛; ˇ/ D

Z
G.�;x/

��ge.g˛; gˇ/�
x.g/;

where I� is the operator on �.E; S2.TE//, x D q.e/, y
g
 � x, and ˛; ˇ 2 T �e E.

The following proposition plays a key role in the paper:

Proposition 4.11. Given a metric � on E, then:

(i) Its cotangent average Q� is a transversely G-invariant metric on E.

(ii) If � is already transversely G-invariant, then � and Q� agree in the directions normal to
the orbits.

Proof. It is easy to see that the section Q� is positive definite, hence a metric. To see that
it is transversely G-invariant, let O � E be an orbit, and consider the following vector bundle
map:

S2.TEjO/! S2.TEjO=TO/; �� 7! ��jTOı�TOı :

This is surjective and equivariant, where we endow S2.TEjO/ with the quasi-action induced
by the tangent lift, and S2.TEjO=TO/ with the conormal representation (cf. Proposition A.3).
By Proposition A.8 (iv) the metric Q�jTOı�TOı agrees with the averaging of the restriction
��jTOı�TOı with respect to the conormal representation. This yields an invariant section by
Proposition A.8 (i), showing that Q� is transversely G-invariant. The last statement readily fol-
lows from Proposition A.8 (ii).

Notice that if the action � W G Õ E is free and proper, hence defining a principal G-
bundle, then the push-forward metric q� Q� of the cotangent average along q W E ! E=G is a
well-defined metric in the quotient, and if � is already transversely G-invariant, then we have
q� Q� D q��.

Let us show now that the cotangent average behaves well with respect to Riemannian
equivariant submersions.
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20 del Hoyo and Fernandes, Riemannian metrics on Lie groupoids

Proposition 4.12. Let p W .E; �E / ! .B; �B/ be a Riemannian submersion which is
equivariant for actions �E W G Õ E and �B W G Õ B . If Q�E ; Q�B denote the cotangent
averages of the metrics, then p W .E; Q�E /! .B; Q�B/ is also a Riemannian submersion.

Proof. Given e 2 E and ˛; ˇ 2 T �
b
B , where b D p.e/, by using first that p is Riemann-

ian and then that it is equivariant, we get the following chain of equalities:

. Q�Bb /
�.˛; ˇ/ D

Z
G.�;x/

.�Bgb/
�.g˛; gˇ/�x.g/

D

Z
G.�;x/

.�Ege/
�
�
.dgep/�g˛; .dgep/�gˇ

�
�x.g/

D

Z
G.�;x/

.�Ege/
�
�
g.dep/�˛; g.dep/�ˇ

�
�x.g/

D . Q�Ee /
�
�
.dep/�˛; .dep/�ˇ

�
;

from which we conclude that p is also Riemannian for the averaged metrics.

Now we have collected all the preliminaries needed to establish our first fundamental
theorem.

Theorem 4.13. Every Hausdorff proper groupoid G �M admits a 2-metric �.2/.

Proof. Endow the manifold G with a Riemannian structure �Œ1� transverse to the source
map G ! M . For each k D 1; 2; 3; : : : endow the k-fold pullback along the source map
GŒk� with the corresponding pullback metric �Œk� (cf. Remark 2.5). Then every face map of the
submersion groupoid arising from the source is a Riemannian submersion:

� � � GŒ3�
�1 //
m //

�2
// G

Œ2�
s //

t
// GŒ1�.

Moreover, each of these Riemannian submersions is equivariant for the right actionGŒk� Ô G.
Thus, after replacing each metric �Œk� by its cotangent average Q�Œk� we still have that every
face map is a Riemannian submersion (cf. Proposition 4.12). But now we can push-forward
each metric �ŒkC1� through the quotient map GŒkC1� ! G.k/ and obtain a (fully extendable)
k-metric on G �M . In particular, for k D 2, we obtain the desired 2-metric.

Notice that the proof shows that the 2-metric is a simplicial metric, i.e., it extends to an
n-metric, for all n 2 N. We will come back to this notion of metrics in [9].

5. Linearization of Riemannian groupoids

5.1. The linearization problem. LetG �M be a Lie groupoid, and let S �M be an
embedded saturated submanifold of codimension q, i.e., S is a submanifold which is a union
of orbits of G. We denote by GS � G the set of arrows whose source and target belong to S :

GS D s
�1.S/ D t�1.S/:
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Note that GS is an embedded submanifold of the same codimension q as S . We denote by
G
.k/
S � G.k/ the set of k-tuples of composable arrows in GS , which is again an embedded

submanifold of codimension q.
For any saturated submanifold of G �M , there is a local linear model for G around S .

It can be defined as the groupoid-theoretic normal bundle:

�.GS /
//
//

��

�.S/

��

GS
//
// S .

Its objects and arrows are given by the total spaces of the normal bundles �.S/ D TSM=TS

and �.GS / D TGSG=TGS , respectively. The structural maps s; t; m; u; i are induced by the
total differential of those of G � M . Notice that this local linear model depends only on the
linear infinitesimal data around S .

Remark 5.1. The structure maps of the local linear model �.GS / � �.S/ are vector
bundle maps and fiberwise isomorphisms. One consequence is that �.GS / identifies with the
pullback GS �S �.S/ along the source map, yielding a representation

GS �S �.S/ Š �.GS /
t
�! �.S/:

When S is an orbit, this recovers the normal representation recalled in Section 2.2. Another
consequence, that will play a key role later, is that the set of pairs of composable arrows of the
local linear model �.GS /.2/ canonically identifies with the normal bundle �.G.2/S /, for it can
be seen as the top square of a cartesian cube.

The linearization problem consists of establishing an isomorphism between the local
model and the original groupoid on suitable neighborhoods. There are however several possi-
bilities for this choice of neighborhoods, as we now explain.

Definition 5.2. Let G �M be a Lie groupoid and let S �M be a saturated submani-
fold. A groupoid neighborhood of GS � S in G �M is a pair of open subsets S � U �M
and GS � QU � G such that QU � U is a subgroupoid of G � M . Such a groupoid
neighborhood is called full if

QU D GU D s
�1.U / \ t�1.U /:

Lemma 5.3. For a proper Lie groupoid, a groupoid neighborhood always contains a
full neighborhood.

Proof. Let G � M be a proper groupoid, let S � M be a saturated submanifold, and
let QU � U be a groupoid neighborhood of GS � S .

We start by observing that each x 2 S has a neighborhood Vx in M such that GVx � QU .
This is because Gx is the fiber over .x; x/ of the proper map � D .t; s/ W G ! M �M , and
therefore, the open QU that containsGx must also contain an open tube .t; s/�1.Vx�Vx/DGVx .
Since S is second countable, we can find a countable family ¹Vnº with GVn � QU and such that
S �

S1
nD1 Vn. We can further assume that V n is compact for all n.
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22 del Hoyo and Fernandes, Riemannian metrics on Lie groupoids

The naive guess would be to take the full neighborhood given by
S1
nD1 Vn, but as a

matter of fact, there may be arrows from some Vi to some Vj not contained in QU . To solve this
we shrink each Vn by defining V 0n D Vn � Cn, where

Cn WD �1

��
M �

n�1[
iD1

V i

�
\ �.G � QU/

�
D

²
y 2M W 9g 2 G � QU with t .g/ D y and s.g/ 2

n�1[
iD1

V i

³
:

Since both � W G ! M �M and the projection �1 W M �
Sn�1
iD1 V i ! M are closed maps,

we have that Cn is closed, and hence V 0n is open.
Since GS � QU , it follows that S \ Cn D ;, then S \ Vn D S \ V 0n and the collection

¹V 0nº still covers S . We finally define V WD
S1
nD1 V

0
n. It is easy to check that GV � QU , and

the lemma follows.

However, for a general Lie groupoid, a groupoid neighborhood may fail to contain a
full neighborhood: for example, for the Lie groupoid associated with the flow of a vector
field, if S D ¹x0º is a non-degenerate sink of the vector field, then small enough groupoid
neighborhoods do not contain any full neighborhoods.

Using the notion of groupoid neighborhood, we can formulate the various versions of the
linearization problem:

Definition 5.4. Let G �M be a Lie groupoid and let S �M be a saturated submani-
fold. Then we say that G is

(a) weakly linearizable at S if there are groupoid neighborhoods QU � U of GS � S

in G � M and QV � V of GS ! S in the local model �.GS / � �.S/, and an
isomorphism of Lie groupoids

. QU � U/
�
Š . QV � V /

which is the identity on GS ;

(b) linearizable at S if both QU and QV can be chosen to be full neighborhoods, so that there
is an isomorphism of Lie groupoids

.GU � U/
�
Š .�.GS /V � V /;

which is the identity on GS ;

(c) invariantly linearizable at S if it is linearizable and both U and V can be taken to be
saturated.

The linearization problem has been intensively studied in the last decade in the case of
proper Lie groupoids. See, e.g., [6] and references therein for the most updated account of the
linearization problem in the proper case.

Example 5.5. Let R � Z� R be the trivial bundle of Lie groups with fiber Z and let
G � R be the subgroupoid with fibers Gt D Z for t ¤ 0 and G0 D �, and let S D ¹0º. It is
easy to see that G � R is weakly linearizable at S but it is not linearizable at S .
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Example 5.6. If G D M �N M � M is the Lie groupoid arising from a submersion
p W M ! N and S � M is the preimage of any embedded submanifold, then we will see
below that G � M is always linearizable around S . However, it is invariantly linearizable if
and only if the submersion is locally trivial at the points of S .

Example 5.7. A Lie groupoid arising from a proper action of a Lie group is invariantly
linearizable around an orbit. This is in fact a way to rephrase the Tube theorem (see, e.g., [10]).

5.2. Exponential neighborhoods. Let .M; �/ be a Riemannian manifold. Denote by
EM � TM the domain of the exponential map, that is, the open set consisting of tangent
vectors v 2 TM for which the corresponding geodesic v.t/ is defined for all 0 � t � 1. Then
the exponential map exp W EM ! M , v 7! v.1/ is smooth, it is the identity over M (viewed
as the zero section), and its differential at points of M has the form

T0x .TM/ Š TxM � TxM ! TM; .v;w/ 7! v C w:

Let S � .M; �/ be an embedded submanifold. We identify the abstract normal bundle
�.S/ with the orthogonal bundle .TS/?. An open subset S � U � EM \ �.S/ is called an
admissible neighborhood if the exponential map is injective and étale over U , hence an open
embedding. Then we call the image exp.U / � M an exponential neighborhood of S . Of
course, this is the standard way tubular neighborhoods are constructed for S � M out of �.
When S consist of a single point, this construction yields normal coordinates around the point
(see, e.g., [14]).

The existence of admissible opens is well known:

Lemma 5.8. Any submanifold S of a Riemannian manifold .M; �/ has an admissible
open neighborhood S � U � EM \ �.S/.

We are interested in the construction of exponential neighborhoods related to a Riemann-
ian submersion p W .E; �E / ! .B; �B/. Let us denote by H � TE the horizontal vector
bundle, consisting of vectors orthogonal to the fibers. A curve Q on E is horizontal if its tan-
gent vectors PQ.t/ belong to H . Since H is an example of an Ehresmann connection, one has
local lifting of curves, i.e., for any e 2 E and any curve  in B with p.e/ D .0/ there exists
a unique horizontal curve Q such that Q.0/ D e and .t/ D p. Q.t//.

Since p W .E; �E / ! .B; �B/ is a Riemannian submersion, a horizontal curve is a
geodesic if and only if its projection is a geodesic. In particular, if a geodesic on E is normal
to a fiber, then it is normal to every fiber it meets.

Proposition 5.9. Let p W .E; �E / ! .B; �B/ be a Riemannian submersion. If S � B
is an embedded submanifold and QS D p�1.S/, then for any open subsets QS � QU � EE \�. QS/

and S � U � EB \ �.S/ such that dp. QU/ � U , the following square commutes:

QU
exp
//

dp
��

E

p
��

U
exp
// B .

Moreover, if U is admissible then QU is also admissible.
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Proof. Any vector normal to QS is, in particular, normal to the corresponding fiber.
Hence, it gives rise to a horizontal geodesic whose projection is also a geodesic. Therefore, the
diagram in the statement of the proposition commutes.

Assume now that U is admissible. To show that QU is also admissible we need to show
that exp W QU ! E is both injective and étale:

To prove that exp W QU ! E is injective, let us assume that exp.v/ D exp.v0/ and denote
by  and  0 the geodesics arising from v and v0, respectively. Their projections p./ and p. 0/
are geodesics in U arising from dp.v/ and dp.v0/. Since exp is injective over U , we conclude
that dp.v/ D dp.v0/. Thus we see that  and  0 are two horizontal lifts of the same curve
which end at the same point. By the uniqueness of lifting we conclude that they are the same
curve. This establishes injectivity.

To prove that exp W QU ! E is étale, let v 2 QU and set e D exp.v/. The above commuta-
tive diagram gives the following map of short exact sequences:

0 // ker dv.dp/j QU
//

��

Tv QU

dv exp
��

// Tdp.v/U

��

// 0

0 // ker dep // TeE // Tp.e/B // 0.

The last vertical arrow is an isomorphism because U is admissible. The first vertical arrow
identifies the tangent spaces to the fibers of p and dp. It follows that the middle arrow is also
an isomorphism, so exp W QU ! E is a local diffeomorphism, as claimed.

Remark 5.10. Proposition 5.9 establishes the existence of exponential neighborhoods
adapted to a Riemannian submersion. When S D ¹yº consists of a single point, it follows that
a submersion looks like a projection around a fiber, since in this case the normal bundle

�. QS/ Š p�TyB Š p
�1.y/ �Rn

is trivial. This statement can be thought of as a structure theorem for a submersion. Ehres-
mann’s theorem, asserting that a proper submersion is locally trivial, can be easily obtained
from this statement.

5.3. The linearization theorem for Riemannian groupoids. We have now everything
in place to state and prove one of our main results.

Theorem 5.11. Let G � M be a Lie groupoid endowed with a 2-metric �.2/, and
let S � M be a saturated embedded submanifold. Then the exponential map defines a weak
linearization of G around S .

Proof. Let S � V � �.S/ be an admissible neighborhood for �.0/, and let

QV D .ds/�1.V / \ .dt /�1.V / \ EG \ �.GS /

be the arrows of �.GS /� �.S/, with source and target in V , belonging to the domain of the
exponential map exp.1/ of the metric �.1/.
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Let us show that QV � V is a groupoid neighborhood of GS � S in �.GS / � �.S/.
The compatibility with the structural maps s; t; i; u follows from Proposition 3.8. To see that
QV is closed under multiplication, let . Qw; Qv/ 2 QV �V QV � �.GS /.2/, and identify

�.GS /
.2/
Š �.G

.2/
S /

in the canonical way (cf. Remark 5.1).
We claim that the geodesic . Qw;Qv/ in G.2/ with initial condition . Qw; Qv/ is the curve

. Qw.t/; Qv.t//. In fact, note that . Qw;Qv/.t/ is perpendicular to the fibers of �1 and �2 at t D 0.
Since �1; �2 W G.2/ ! G are both Riemannian submersions, . Qw;Qv/.t/ stays perpendicular
to those fibers, and we conclude that �1.. Qw;Qv/.t// and �2.. Qw;Qv/.t// are both geodesics in G
with initial conditions Qw and Qv. Hence, we must have

. Qw;Qv/.t/ D
�
�1.. Qw;Qv/.t//; �2.. Qw;Qv/.t//

�
D . Qw.t/; Qv.t//;

as claimed. We have proven that QV �V QV is included in the domain of exp.2/.
Now, sincem is also Riemannian and . Qw; Qv/ is perpendicular to anm-fiber, it follows that

m. Qw.t/; Qv.t// is a geodesic in G: it is actually the geodesic with initial condition dm. Qw; Qv/.
We conclude that dm. Qw; Qv/ belongs to the domain of exp.1/, hence in QV , proving finally that
QV � V is a groupoid neighborhood.

Proposition 5.9 applied to the Riemannian submersions s; t; m; �1; �2 shows that we have
a commutative diagram:

QV �V QV
exp.2/

//

������

G.2/

������
QV

exp.1/
//

����

G

����

V
exp.0/

//M ,

where V , QV and QV �V QV are all admissible. We conclude that the exponential maps of �.1/

and �.0/ give the desired weak linearization:

.�.GS /� �.S// � . QV � V /
exp
Š .exp. QV /� exp.V // � .G �M/:

Remark 5.12. The main step in the proof of Theorem 5.11 showed the following prop-
erty of the metric �.1/: if Qw; Qv 2 �.GS / are such that ds. Qw/ D dt . Qv/, then . Qw.t/; Qv.t// be-
longs toG.2/ for all t andm. Qw.t/; Qv.t// is the geodesic inG with initial condition dm. Qw; Qv/.
If one has a metric on G with this property, then the proof shows that one can linearize G
around S . Notice that this condition on the metric involves multiplication and does not require
a priori any metric on G.2/. One is tempted to call a groupoid with a metric satisfying this
property for any invariant submanifold S a Riemannian groupoid. However, we don’t know of
any method to produce such metrics apart from the metrics associated with 2-metrics.

We can easily deduce from Theorem 5.11 the main results on linearization of proper
groupoids that one can find in the literature [6, 16, 19–21]:

Corollary 5.13 (Linearization of proper groupoids). If G � M is a Hausdorff proper
groupoid and S �M is a saturated embedded manifold, then G is linearizable around S .
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Proof. By Theorem 4.13, we can endow our groupoid with a 2-metric. By Theo-
rem 5.11, we obtain a groupoid neighborhood QV � V of GS � S in the local model which
can be embedded intoG �M . The proof is completed by observing that in a proper groupoid
every groupoid neighborhood contains a full groupoid neighborhood (cf. Lemma 5.3).

Corollary 5.14 (Invariant linearization of s-proper groupoids). If G � M is a Haus-
dorff groupoid whose source map is proper and S � M is a saturated embedded manifold,
then G is invariantly linearizable around S .

Proof. Every s-proper groupoid is proper, and its orbits are stable, namely every neigh-
borhood U of a saturated embedded manifold S contains a saturated neighborhood of S (cf.
[7, Proposition 5.3.3]). The proof now is clear.

Remark 5.15. Invariant linearization of s-proper groupoids covers a large number of
related classical results, on fibrations, group actions and foliations. But as explained in [6], it
does not imply the Tube theorem for proper actions (cf. [10, Theorem 2.4.1]), where invari-
ant linearization holds without requiring s-properness. Theorem 5.11 also does not yield the
Tube theorem, but our strategy of proof should still work: if we use the metric described in
Example 4.9, then the admissible neighborhoods can be taken to be invariant. Nevertheless, a
statement for Lie groupoids generalizing the Tube theorem is still lacking. The one conjectured
in [7] is that invariant linearization holds for any s-locally trivial proper groupoid.

We can also formulate an infinitesimal version of the linearization theorem, which gives
a criterion to conclude that a given Lie algebroid does not admit a proper integration.

Given a Lie groupoid G � M and a saturated embedded submanifold S � M , we can
define the infinitesimal local linear model as the Lie algebroid of the local linear model, say
Lie.�.GS /� S/ D A�.GS / ! S . We will say that the groupoid is infinitesimally linearizable
around S if there are opens S � U �M and S � V � �.S/ and a Lie algebroid isomorphism

AG jU Š A�.GS /jV

Corollary 5.16. A Riemannian groupoid is infinitesimally linearizable around any sat-
urated submanifold S .

Proof. Notice that at the infinitesimal level, weak linearization and linearization agree.
More precisely, given an open subgroupoid QU � U of G �M , the inclusion

. QU � U/! .GU � U/

defines an isomorphism between the corresponding Lie algebroids. The result now follows
from Theorem 5.11.

Example 5.17. Let G � M be a Lie group bundle. In this case the linear local model
around a point x 2M can be identified with the product Gx � TxM � TxM . Hence, if there
exists a 2-metric in G � M then the underlying bundle of Lie algebras AG ! M must be
locally trivial.
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A. Some technical background

In this appendix, we recall the concept of quasi-action, with focus on the tangent lift of
an action. We then introduce averaging operators for quasi-actions. This is a crucial technique
that we use in the paper to construct 2-metrics on proper groupoids.

A.1. The tangent lift of an action. Unlike the group case, an action of a Lie groupoid
on a manifold does not induce a tangent action on the tangent bundle. We do have natural
actions in the normal directions of the underline foliation, the so-called normal representations
that we have already discussed. Still, sometimes it is necessary to put them all in a common
framework. This can be done with the help of a connection on the groupoid, which allow us to
define a quasi-action on the tangent bundle.

Let G � M be a Lie groupoid, and let E be a manifold. A quasi-action � W G QÕ E

with moment map q W E !M consists of a smooth map

� W G �M E ! E; .g; e/ 7! �g.e/

satisfying q.�g.e// D t .g/ for all .g; e/ 2 G �M E D ¹.g; e/ 2 G � E W s.g/ D q.e/º. In
other words, a quasi-action associates to each arrow y

g
 � x inG a smooth map �g W Ex ! Ey .

The quasi-action is called

(i) unital if �1x D idEx for all x 2M ;

(ii) flat if �g1�g2 D �g1g2 for all g1; g2 2 G.2/;

(iii) linear if q W E !M is a vector bundle and �g W Ex ! Ey is linear for all g.

Thus, with these definitions, an action is the same as a unital flat quasi-action, and a represen-
tation is the same as a linear action.

An action � W G Õ E can be lifted to a quasi-action of the action groupoid G Ë E
over the tangent bundle TE with the help of a connection on the groupoid. By a connection
� on the Lie groupoid G � M we mean a vector bundle map � W s�TM ! TG such that
ds � � D ids�TM and � jM D du. Hence, a connection yields a splitting for the following
sequence of vector bundles over G:

0 // t�A // TG
s� // s�TM
�

ll
// 0.

A connection � is multiplicative if its image is a subgroupoid of TG � TM . Using a partition
of the unity, one can show that every Lie groupoid admits a connection (see, e.g., [1]), however
a groupoid may not have a multiplicative connection. For instance, a multiplicative connection
for the pair groupoid M �M � M is the same thing as a trivialization of the tangent bundle
TM !M which, of course, does not exist in general.

Definition A.1. Given an action � W G Õ E and a connection � on G, the tangent
lift of � is the quasi-action T�� W .G Ë E/ QÕ TE which has as moment map the projection
TE ! E and is defined by

T�� W G �M TE ! TE; .T��/.g;e/.v/ D d�.�g.deq.v//; v/:
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By transposition, we define the cotangent lift T�� W .G ËE/ QÕ T �E:

T �� � W G �M T �E ! T �E; h.T �� �/g;e.˛/; vi D h˛; .T��/.g�1;ge/.v/i:

We will often denote .T��/.g;e/.v/ just by gv and similar for the cotangent lift. With
these notations we have hg˛; vi D h˛; g�1vi. The tangent lift T�� and the cotangent lift T �� �
are both unital, but rarely flat. In fact, the tangent and cotangent lift are flat if and only if the
connection is multiplicative. As we saw above in the example of the pair groupoid, this may
be a quite restrictive condition, and that is why we need to consider quasi-actions to work with
general groupoids.

Example A.2. When G � M is an étale groupoid, the map s� is an isomorphism and
there exists a unique connection, namely � D s�1� . Moreover, this connection is multiplicative.
Therefore, when working with étale groupoids (and orbifolds), the tangent and cotangent lift
are canonically defined, and they are actual actions, which greatly simplifies the whole theory.

Although the tangent and cotangent lift depend on the choice of a connection, their action
along the directions transversal to the orbits is intrinsic:

Proposition A.3. Let G � M be a Lie groupoid, � a connection, � W G Õ E an ac-
tion, andO � E an orbit. Then TOı � T �E is invariant for the cotangent quasi-action T �� � ,
and the restriction .T �� �/jTOı agrees with the conormal representation of the action groupoid.
Hence, it is an action which does not depend on � .

Proof. The connection � consists in choosing for each .g; e/ 2 G�M E a retraction for
the linear map

d.g;e/s
�
W T �e E ! T �.g;e/.G �M E/

in a smooth way. The value of such a retraction over the image d.g;e/s�.T �e E/ is totally settled.
Write QO D .G �M E/O and note that T QOı � d.g;e/s�.T �e E/. The result follows.

We end this subsection by stating the following naturality properties of the tangent lift,
whose proofs are straightforward.

Proposition A.4. Let G �M be a Lie groupoid and fix a connection � on it. Then:

(i) If �E W G Õ E and �F W G Õ F are two groupoid actions with moment maps qE ; qF ,
respectively, then for any equivariant map p W E ! F the differential dp W TE ! TF

is also equivariant for the tangent lifts T��E and T��F .

(ii) If �1 W G Õ E and �2 W G Õ E are two commuting actions with moment maps
q1; q2 W E !M , then the tangent lifts T��1 and T��2 also commute.

A.2. Haar systems and averaging methods. Haar systems on Lie groupoids gener-
alize Haar systems on Lie groups, they always exist for proper groupoids, and allow some
averaging arguments on functions and sections of equivariant vector bundles. We show that
this can even be extended so as to include vector bundles endowed with quasi-actions, and
apply in this way averaging arguments to metrics.
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Recall that a smooth density on a vector bundleE !M of rank r is a nowhere vanishing
smooth section � of the trivial line bundle .^rE/˝.^rE/. For instance, whenE is orientable,
any volume form inE, i.e., a nowhere vanishing section ! of^rE, determines a density !˝!.

Let G �M be a Lie groupoid with associated algebroid A!M , and � a smooth den-
sity on the underlying vector bundle. Denote by �x the pullback density onG.�; x/ D s�1.x/
through the target map

TG.�; x/

��

�
// A

��

G.�; x/
t //M

�.g; v/ D .t.g/; dRg�1.v//:

The family of densities ¹�xºx2M satisfies the following two properties:

(i) (Smoothness) The function

x 7!

Z
G.�;x/

f .g/�x.g/

is smooth for all f 2 C1.G/.

(ii) (Right-invariance) For any arrow y
h
 � x and f 2 C1.G.�; x// one hasZ

G.�;y/

f .gh/�y.g/ D

Z
G.�;x/

f .g/�x.g/:

In other words, we have �y D R�
h
.�x/, where Rh W G.�; y/ ! G.�; x/ denotes right

multiplication.

Definition A.5. We say that � is a normalized Haar density if the family ¹�xºx2M also
satisfies the following property:

(iii) (Normalization) The support supp.�x/ is compact and for all x 2M :Z
G.�;x/

�x.g/ D 1:

Proposition A.6. A proper groupoid G �M admits a normalized Haar density.

For a proof we refer to [3, 18]. The basic idea is that one can construct such a density �
as the product c Q� of a nowhere vanishing density Q� and a cut-off function c. Here by a cut-
off function c W M ! R we mean a function whose support intersects the saturation of any
compact set in a compact set, or equivalently, such that s W supp.c ı t /! R is proper, plus the
normalization condition Z

G.�;x/

c.t.g//�x.g/ D 1:

Now let G � M be a Lie groupoid and let � W G Õ E be an action with moment map
q W E ! M . We say that a function f 2 C1.E/ is � -invariant if it is constant along the
orbits, namely f .�ge/ D f .e/ for all g; e for which the action is defined. A normalized Haar
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density allows us to construct for any f 2 C1.E/ D �.E;RE / a � -invariant function I� .f /
by averaging over the orbits.

In the same fashion it is possible to average sections of more general vector bundles
�.E; V /. More precisely, let V ! E be a vector bundle, let �E W G Õ E be an action, and
let �V W .G Ë E/ QÕ V be a linear quasi-action. The main examples to keep in mind are the
tangent and cotangent lifts of an action. Writing ge D �Eg .e/ and gv D �V

.g;e/
.v/, we say that

a section f 2 �.E; V / is � -invariant if f .ge/ D gf .e/ for all g; e for which the action is
defined.

Definition A.7. Given a Lie groupoid G � M with normalized density �, an action
�E W G Õ E, and a linear quasi-action �V W .G ËE/Õ V , the associated averaging operator
is defined by

I� W �.E; V /! �.E; V /; I� .f /.e/ WD

Z
G.�;x/

g�1f .g.e//�x.g/; x D q.e/:

Note that I� .f /.e/ only depends on the restriction of f to the orbit of e. The main
properties of this averaging operator are summarized in the following proposition. The proof
is straightforward.

Proposition A.8. With the above notations, the following hold:

(i) If �V is flat, then I� .f / is � -invariant for any f .

(ii) If f is already � -invariant, then I� .f / D f .

(iii) If �1; �2 W G Õ E are two commuting actions, then I�1I�2.f / D I�2I�1.f /.

(iv) For any equivariant map � W V1 ! V2 over vector bundles endowed with linear quasi-
actions of G ËE, the averaging operators commute with �.
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